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Abstract
The ‘strength’ of an edge or cycle is the number of maximal complete subgraphs it is in.
Strongly chordal graphs are characterized by every cycle of edges of strengths at least k with no
chord of strength at least k always itself having strength at least k. Among hereditary clique-Helly
graphs, this is equivalent to the subgraph of edges of strength at least k always forming a chordal
graph. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
A graph is dened in [1] to be strongly chordal if it is chordal | every induced
cycle is a triangle | and every cycle C of even length at least six has a chord that
joins two vertices u and v whose distance apart in C is odd and greater than one.
A graph is a trampoline if it is formed from a cycle x1; y1; x2; : : : ; x‘; y‘; x1 of even
length at least six by adding all possible xixj edges. The following is among the many
known characterizations of strongly chordal graphs (many of which are surveyed in
[2]).
Lemma 1 (Farber [1]). A graph is strongly chordal if and only if it is chordal and
contains no induced trampoline.
Dene the strength of an edge or a set of edges to be the number of maxcliques
| inclusion-maximal complete subgraphs | that contain it. This notion of strength
allows a characterization of strongly chordal graph that is strikingly like the standard
characterization of chordal graph, reworded as follows: A graph is chordal if and only
if every cycle of edges of strengths at least one with no chord of strength at least one
itself has strength at least one.
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Theorem 1. A graph is strongly chordal if and only if; for every k>1; every cycle of
edges of strengths at least k with no chord of strength at least k itself has strength
at least k.
Proof. First suppose G is not strongly chordal. By Lemma 1, either G contains an
induced cycle of length at least four or G contains an induced trampoline. In the
former case, that induced cycle is a cycle of edges of strengths at least 1 with no
chord of strength at least 1 that itself has strength zero. So suppose G contains an
induced trampoline x1; y1; x2; : : : ; x‘; y‘; x1 where the cycle C : x1; x2; : : : ; x‘; x1 induces a
complete graph of strength h>1 in G. We also assume minimality in that no subset of
fx1; : : : ; x‘g is part of a smaller trampoline. Since each edge xixi+1 along C, calculating
subscripts modulo ‘, is contained (with yi) in at least one additional maxclique of
G; C is cycle of edges of strengths at least h + 1 that only has strength h; there are
no chords of strength at least h+ 1 by the assumed minimality.
Conversely, suppose G is strongly chordal. We argue by induction on k, with the
k = 1 case automatic because G is chordal. Suppose C: x1; x2; : : : ; x‘; x1 is a cycle of
edges of strengths at least k>2, with no chord of strength at least k, and C has
strength h with 06h<k (arguing toward a contradiction). Suppose for a moment that
the maximum strength h0 of a chord xixj of C were such that h<h0 <k. Then such
chords taken together with C would form smaller cycles of edges of strengths at least
h0 with no chords of strength at least h0. By the inductive hypothesis, each of these
smaller cycles would be in at least h0 maxcliques, yet these smaller cycles cannot
all be in the same h0 maxcliques since that would force C to be in h0 maxcliques
(contradicting h<h0). But this would make the strength of at least one such edge xixj
be greater than h0 (contradicting the denition of h0). Therefore each chord xixj of C
has strength exactly h.
Since each edge xixi+1 of C has strength at least k, we can pick a vertex yi not
on C for each i6‘ such that xi; yi; xi+1 are in a common maxclique that does not
contain all of C; indeed, since C has strength h and each of its chords has strength
only h; N (yi) \ V (C) = fxixi+1g. Notice too that none of the yi’s can be adjacent
without forming an induced C4, contrary to G being chordal. Therefore either h> 0
and the xi’s and yi’s induce a trampoline, or h=0 and C is an induced cycle of length
greater than three; either would contradict Lemma 1.
Notice that the characterization of strongly chordal in Theorem 1 requires more than
merely saying that, for every k, the edges of strength at least k form a chordal graph.
In the the six-vertex trampoline for instance, the edges of strength at least two form a
triangle that only has strength one.
A graph G is dened in [3] to be hereditary clique-Helly if, for every induced
subgraph G0 of G, the set of all maxcliques of G0 satises the Helly condition (if every
two of the maxcliques have a vertex in common, then all the maxcliques have a vertex
in common); this is also equivalent to every induced subgraph being ‘maximal clique
irreducible’ in the sense of [4]. Prisner [3] shows that every strongly chordal graph is
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hereditary clique-Helly. The following is among the several known characterizations of
hereditary clique-Helly graphs (see, for instance, [2]).
Lemma 2 (Prisner [3]). A graph is hereditary clique-Helly if and only if; for every
triangle v1v2v3; one of its edges vivj is such that every common neighbor of vi and vj
is in the closed neighborhood of the third vertex.
Theorem 2. A graph G is hereditary clique-Helly if and only if; for every k>1; every
triangle of edges of strengths at least k itself has strength at least k.
Proof. First suppose G is hereditary clique-Helly and v1v2v3 is any triangle of edges
of strengths at least k. By Lemma 2, we can suppose without loss of generality that
every common neighbor of v1 and v2 is in the closed neighborhood of v3, and so that
v1v2v3 has strength at least k.
Conversely, suppose for every k that every triangle of edges of strengths at least
k has strength at least k and suppose v1v2v3 is a triangle of strength k. Thus some
edge vivj of the triangle must have strength exactly k. But this forces every common
neighbor of vi and vj to also be in the closed neighborhood of the third vertex. Thus
the graph is hereditary clique-Helly by Lemma 2.
Theorems 1 and 2 combine to give the following.
Corollary 3. A hereditary clique-Helly graph is strongly chordal if and only if; for
every k; the edges of strengths at least k form a chordal graph.
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